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	Speaker identification is a widely used technique in several security

	systems. In remote access systems, speaker utterances are recoded and

	communicated through a communication channel to a receiver that performs the

	identification process. Speaker identification is based on characterizing each

	speaker with a set of features extracted from his or her utterance. Extracting the

	features from a clean speech signal guarantees the high success rate in the identification

	process. In real cases, a clean speech is not available for feature extraction

	due to channel degradations, background noise, or interfering audio signals. As a

	result, there is a need for speech enhancement, deconvolution, and separation

	algorithms to solve the problem of speaker identification in the presence of

	impairments. Another important issue, which deserves consideration, is how to

	enhance the security of a speaker identification system. This can be accomplished

	by watermark embedding in the clean speech signals at the transmitter. If this

	watermark is extracted correctly at the receiver, it can be used to ensure the correct

	speaker identification. Another means of security enhancement is the encryption

	of speech at the transmitter. Speech encryption prevents eavesdroppers from

	getting the speech signals that will be used for feature extraction to avoid any

	unauthorized access to the system by synthesis trials. Multilevels of security can be

	achieved by implementing both watermarking and encryption at the transmitter.

	The watermarking and encryption algorithms need to be robust to speech enhancement,

	and deconvolution algorithms to achieve the required degree of security and

	the highest possible speaker identification rates. This book provides for the first

	time a comprehensive literature review on how to improve the performance of

	speaker identification systems in noisy environments, by combining different

	feature extraction techniques with speech enhancement, deconvolution, separation,

	watermarking, and/or encryption.

	The author covers the fundamentals of both information and communication security including current developments in some of the most critical areas of automatic speech recognition. Included are topics on speech watermarking, speech encryption, steganography, multilevel security systems comprising speaker identification, real transmission of watermarked or encrypted speech signals, and more. The book is especially useful for information security specialist, government security analysts, speech development professionals, and for individuals involved in the study and research of speech recognition at advanced levels.
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Glaucoma Surgery (Book & DVD)CRC Press, 2005

	Why a new Glaucoma surgery text at this time? A review of currently available texts

	reveals a paucity of readily available information for the Glaucoma Specialist. Although

	there are some excellent surgical texts for general ophthalmologists, there are few indepth

	texts available to help the Glaucoma specialist deal with...
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Architecting Software Intensive Systems: A Practitioners GuideAuerbach Publications, 2008
Today our civilization is highly dependent upon software-intensive systems. Software-intensive systems are those systems that are highly dependent upon computing infrastructure and software for the basic functionality they provide and the properties they possess. Architecture design of software-intensive systems as a separate and distinct...
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Case-Based Reasoning: A TextbookSpringer, 2013

	This book presents case-based reasoning in a systematic approach with two goals: to present rigorous and formally valid structures for precise case-based reasoning, and to demonstrate the range of techniques, methods, and tools available for many applications.


	A statement of George Bernhard Shaw is essentially this:
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Urological Emergencies: A Practical Guide (Current Clinical Urology)Humana Press, 2005

	Practicing urologists and leading specialists summarize the optimal management of urgent and emergent urological conditions, so that physicians with limited urological training can take advantage of the incredible improvements in the management of acute urological problems. Up-to-date, evidence-based descriptions of the optimal diagnostic and...
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Handbook of Research on Ubiquitous Computing Technology for Real Time EnterprisesInformation Science Publishing, 2008

	After the mainframe and personal computer eras, the third major era in computer science, ubiquitous computing, describes the state of technology in which networked computers would surround every user.


	Ubiquitous Computing Technology for Real Time Enterprises combines the fundamental methods, algorithms, and concepts of...
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Industrial Power Engineering Handbook (Newnes Power Engineering Series)Newnes, 2001
Never before has so much ground been covered in a single volume reference source. This five-part work is sure to be of great value to students, technicians and practicing engineers as well as equipment designers and manufacturers, and should become their one-stop shop for all information needs in this subject area.

This book will be of...
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